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Introduction

Affective flexibility, or the ability to transition into and out 
of affective states, is decreased in depression, prospectively 
predicts future depressive symptomatology and has been 
suggested to be implicitly targeted by common interven
tions for depression, which do not nominally have flexibil
ity as their goal.1–3 If flexibility, rather than unidimensional 
change, was the actual target of interventions, it could rad
ically change how we think about how these interventions 
work. Common explanations purported to differentiate 
inter ventions — like challenging negative thinking specif
ically, decreasing sadness, increasing control over negative 
emotion, increasing happiness or increasing motivation — 
could suggest the need for different types of interventions 
to match different symptom clusters. A flexibility explana
tion would instead suggest a common mechanism by 
which many depression interventions operate, decreasing 

the potential utility of affective valence–related personal
ization in intervention and increasing potential mechanistic 
explanatory power. 

To understand whether this flexibility explanation is likely, 
we examined whether a highly regimented, programmatic 
inter vention, constructed to target a singular neural mech
anism in a unidirectional manner, actually targets affective 
flexibility. Specifically, we considered whether realtime func
tional magnetic resonance imaging neurofeedback (rtfMRInf) 
to increase amygdala reactivity to positive stimuli also affects 
the amygdala’s response to stimuli that are not positive, as 
well as a broader array of depressive symptoms that are un
likely to be related to positive affective reactivity alone. The 
amygdala is considered critical for affective experiences,4,5 and 
its response to positive and negative stimuli has been ob
served to change during recovery from major depressive dis
order (MDD),6–9 but the interventions for which it has been 
exam ined do not purport to affect a single unidirectional 
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Background: Decreased affective flexibility is associated with depression symptoms, and it has been suggested that common interven-
tions may target this mechanism. To explore this hypothesis, we evaluated whether real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging 
neurofeedback (rtfMRI-nf) training to increase the amygdala responses during positive memory recall resulted in both symptom improve-
ments, as has been observed previously, and flexibility to decrease amygdala reactivity in response to a cognitive task among patients 
with major depressive disorder (MDD). Methods: In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial, adults with MDD re-
ceived 2 sessions of rtfMRI-nf training to increase their amygdala (experimental group) or parietal (control group) responses during posi-
tive autobiographical memory recall. We evaluated signal changes in the amygdala during both the positive memory neurofeedback and 
a subsequent counting condition. Results: We included 38 adults with MDD, including 16 in the experimental group and 22 in the control 
group. In the experimental group, amygdala activity increased (t > 2.01, df < 27, p < 0.05, d > 0.5) and depressive symptoms decreased 
(–8.57, 95 % confidence interval [CI] –15.12 to –2.59; t13 = –3.06, p = 0.009, d = 1). Amygdala activity during the count condition de-
creased after rtfMRI-nf (–0.16, 95 % CI –0.23 to –0.09; t396 = 4.73, p < 0.001, d = 0.48) and was correlated with decreased depression 
scores (r = 0.46, p = 0.01). We replicated previous results and extended them to show decreased amygdala reactivity to a cognitive task 
during which no neurofeedback was provided. Limitations: The count condition was reported by participants as negative, but emotional-
ity or accuracy during this condition was not assessed. Conclusion: These results suggest that nominally targeting unidimensional 
change in neural mechanisms could have implications for bidirectional control, increasing the likely reach and explanatory framework for 
how common depression interventions work. Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02709161.
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mechanism. For example, amygdala activity is generally in
creased in response to negative information and decreased in 
response to positive information in depression;10 after suc
cessful treatment with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs), amygdala hyperactivation to negative stimuli de
creases while amygdala activation to positive selfreferential 
words increases, but SSRIs affect a wide variety of neural 
mechanisms and it is unclear whether changes in flexibility 
could result from mechanistic effects in a single direction.11,12

The effects of working to increase amygdala reactivity on 
other types of stimuli would not only improve our causal 
under standing of the nature of the intervention but would be 
practically important, as we have suggested that increased 
emotional reactivity is undesirable at times and can cause 
some of the problems seen in depression. Indeed, depression is 
characterized by sustained amygdala reactivity to a cognitive 
task following an emotional stimulus.13,14 In support of flexibil
ity as a mechanism of intervention, we have found that cogni
tive training geared toward increasing recruitment of prefront al 
control decreases amygdala reactivity to emotional words.15

It has been shown previously that patients with depres
sion have an attenuated amygdala hemodynamic response 
during positive memory recall, in comparison with healthy 
controls.16 Following up on that result, we have shown that, 
using rtfMRInf, patients with MDD are able to increase their 
amygdala response while recalling positive autobiographical 
memories,17,18 and the degree of amygdala regulation success 
is associated with clinical improvements.17 Within a larger 
clinical trial structured to replicate this general result, we 
evaluated the explicit goal of examining whether amygdala 
activity to a subsequent nonemotional task (“count back
ward from 300 by a number”), during which no feedback 
was provided, is also affected. This count condition was 
originally included to allow the amygdala signal to return to 
baseline between happy and rest blocks. Although patient 
reports suggested that participants found the count condi
tion negative and stressful at the study’s beginning, by the 
end, participants found it to be calming and some reported 
using counting backward to manage their depression at 
follow up. We hypothesized that amygdala activity during 
the count condition would decrease across sessions in the ex
perimental group, relative to the control group. We also hy
pothesized that change in amygdala reactivity to happy and 
count conditions would account for the same variance in 
change in depressive severity, supporting a flexibility, rather 
than valencespecific explanation for recovery.

Methods

Participants

We recruited participants from the community via advertise
ments and through the University of Pittsburgh’s Pitt+Me’s 
registry of research participants. Screening evaluations were 
performed at the University of Pittsburgh and included the 
depression module of the Structured Clinical Interview for 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edi-
tion19 and the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview.20 

Exclusion criteria included general exclusions for research 
involving magnetic resonance imaging, psychosis, bipolar 
disorder, major medical or neurologic disorders, exposure 
to any medication (other than antidepressants) that were 
likely to influence cerebral function or blood flow within 
3 weeks, drug or alcohol abuse within the previous year or 
lifetime alcohol or drug dependence (excepting nicotine). 
Unsuccessful current antidepressant medications were not 
an exclusion, but participants had to be stable on their 
medication (defined as maintaining the same dose for at 
least 3 weeks or, for fluoxetine, 6 weeks). All participants 
were naive to rtfMRInf.

Procedure

Participants completed 1 screening visit and 2 rtfMRInf train
ing sessions, as well as an assessment of symptoms via Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDIII)21 before starting protocolized 
cognitive behavioural therapy (not reported here). The rt
fMRInf sessions occurred about 1 week apart from each 
other. All study visits took place at the University of Pitts
burgh. We conducted a followup visit 1 week after the final 
neurofeedback session, during which participants completed 
the BDI and then underwent their first session of cognitive 
 behavioural therapy. Participants completed the BDI at each 
study visit, which served as the primary outcome measure.

Under doubleblind conditions (participants and experi
menters), participants were randomly assigned to receive rt
fMRInf from 1 of 2 regions of interest defined as 7mm 
spheres in Talairach space, namely the left amygdala for the 
experimental group (coordinates –21, –5, –16) or the left hori
zontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus for the control 
group (coordinates –42, –48, 48), a region putatively not in
volved in emotion regulation.22 One team member (T.H.) 
wrote a script that randomized each participant to 1 of the 
2 neurofeedback targets according to the number that was 
given to them when they were enrolled in the study. One 
team member (M.S.) was responsible for enrolling partici
pants and another (S.L.) was in charge of running the scans; 
both were blinded to participants’ group assignment. Group 
membership was only disclosed later to 2 members (K.Y. and 
L.C.) for the purpose of running group analyses. This sample 
size allowed detection of effect sizes of 0.95 and greater for 
betweengroup differences and of 0.75 and greater within the 
experimental group at a power of 0.8. Our aim was to be able 
replicate the effect size of our previous study (d = 1.03) for 
changes in BDI scores.17

rtfMRI-nf paradigm

We instructed participants to retrieve positive memories 
while attempting to increase their hemodynamic activity in 
the assigned region. Each neurofeedback run consisted of se
quential 40second blocks of rest (static thermometer, neuro
feedback not provided), instructions to upregulate the as
signed region while retrieving happy memories (happy 
condition; moving thermometer, neurofeedback provided) 
and counting backward from 300 by a given 1digit integer of 
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3 or higher (count condition; static thermometer, neurofeed
back not provided). Each rtfMRInf session consisted of 
6  fMRI runs, each lasting 8 minutes and 40 seconds, as fol
lows: a baseline run, a practice run, 3 training runs and a 
transfer run; no neurofeedback was provided during the first 
and last runs. Details on the paradigm, the different runs and 
imaging parameters can be found in Appendix 1, Box 1, 
available at www.jpn.ca/lookup/doi/10.1503/jpn.220208/
tabrelated content.

Imaging was conducted using a Siemens 3T Prisma scan
ner and Turbo BrainVoyager neurofeedback software 
(Brain Voyager). We computed the neurofeedback signal 
for each happy condition as the fMRI percent signal change 
relative to the average fMRI signal for the preceding rest 
block, updated every 2 seconds and displayed as a therm
ometer. To reduce fluctuations from noise in the fMRI sig
nal, the bar height was computed at every time point as a 
moving average of the current and 2 preceding values. 
These percent signal change values were averaged over 
each run and used as a performance measure. We defined 
neurofeedback success as the mean percent signal change 
in the region of interest from the initial baseline run to the 
final transfer run. Higher scores indicated more activity 
after training relative to baseline.

Differences from previous publications

Despite the similarity of the training paradigm with our 
previous publications,17,23 there are several differences 
worth noting. Previous studies were conducted using a GE 
Discovery MR750 3T scanner, whereas we used a Siemens 
Prisma 3T scanner for this study. Our previous publications 
used custom rtfMRInf software for stimulus presentation 
and AFNI’s (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages) realtime 
features for neurofeedback implementation.25 In the current 
study, we used commercially available software, Turbo 
Brain Voyager (version 3.2) for neurofeedback implementa
tion, and Eprime2 for stimulus presentation. Our primary 
outcome measure was the BDI, while in our previous study 
we also used the Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating 
Scale and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. We made 
this change so that selfreport of symptoms could be col
lected at multiple time points without the need to return to 
the lab oratory. Of note, the BDI was collected in our previ
ous randomized controlled trial (RCT) and showed similar 
results to those obtained with the other tools.17 Finally, our 
previous studies were all conducted in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
The participants from the current study came from the Pitts
burgh metropolitan area.

Statistical analysis

We used R (version 3.5.0) and SPSS (version 27) for statistical 
analyses. Autocorrelation structures in models were decided 
after model comparisons (Table S4). To evaluate change in 
BDI we used a multivariable linear mixedeffects model with 
fixed factors of visit (fMRI visits 1 and 2, and 1week follow
up) and group (experimental, control); we included partici

pants as a random effect. We evaluated the neurofeedback 
training effect via a similar linear mixedeffects model with 
the fixed factors of run (baseline, practice, training runs, 
transfer), visit (fMRI visits 1 and 2), and group (experimental, 
control), with participants included as a random effect. We 
analyzed the neurofeedback training effect on regional per
cent signal change during happy versus rest and count ver
sus rest. We performed associated t tests to characterize dif
ferences underlying main effects and interactions. We 
calculated the association between residualized neurofeed
back success (difference in the percent signal changes be
tween visit1 baseline and visit2 transfer) and residualized 
BDI scores at followup to account for baseline. We also ana
lyzed difference scores to be consistent with the literature.27 
The threshold for statistical significance was set at p = 0.05 in 
2tailed tests.

Ethics approval

Participants gave written informed consent to participate 
in the study after receiving a complete description of it 
and received financial compensation for the fMRI study 
visits. The research protocol was approved by the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board and regis
tered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02709161; see Appendix 1, 
Table S1). The authors assert that all procedures contribut
ing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the 
relevant national and institutional committees on human 
experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 
1975, as revised in 2008.

Results

The final sample included 38 righthanded adults (aged 18–
55 yr) with MDD, including 16 in the experimental group and 
22 in the control group (Appendix 1, Figure S1). During the 
screening visit (Table 1 and Appendix 1, Table S2), the groups 
did not differ significantly in any characteristic (age, sex, edu
cation, depression severity, an hedonia). The experimental 
group included 11 females and the control group included 
18 females. Average depression scores were in the moderate
tosevere range. At followup, 4 BDI scores were missing in 
the control group and 2 were missing in the experimental 
group. When missing, we used the data that we had for linear 
mixed models over time but excluded these participants for 

Table 1: Beck Depression Inventory scores for each group 
and visit among patients with major depressive disorder

Group

Mean ± SD

rtfMRI-nf 
session 1

rtfMRI-nf  
session 2 Follow-up

Experimental, n = 16 30.00 ± 10.08 26.19 ± 10.11* 20.57 ± 8.68*

Control, n = 22 28.09 ± 7.19 27.41 ± 9.07 26.39 ± 10.09

rtfMRI-nf = real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging neurofeedback; SD = 
standard deviation.
*Significant difference from baseline, p < 0.05.
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tests investigating overall clinical improvements. Appendix 1, 
Table S3 provides a comparison of the characteristics of this 
sample with the previously published RCT.17

Linear mixed modelling showed a significant main effect 
of visit (F2,66.44 = 7.16, p = 0.004), with a decrease in BDI scores 
over time between the first neurofeedback visit and follow
up (–4.38, 95 % confidence interval [CI] –7.91 to –0.84; t31 = 
–2.52, p = 0.02). In the experimental group, scores at the 
 second rtfMRInf visit (–3.81, 95 % CI –5.28 to –2.34; t15 = 
–5.52, p < 0.001, d = 0.38) and at followup (–8.57, 95 % CI 
–15.12 to –2.59; t13 = –3.06, p = 0.009, d = 1) decreased from 
the first rtfMRInf session. In the control group, BDI scores 
did not change significantly (t21 < –0.55, p > 0.58). The inter
action of group × visit was not statistically significant (p = 
0.09) and the effect size for the interaction was small enough 
that we did not deem it sufficiently clinically significant to 
investigate (f = 0.21).

None of the participants met BDI criteria for treatment re
sponse (i.e., at least 50 % decrease in BDI scores) at the time of 
followup. However, 3 participants in the experimental 
group met the criteria for remission (BDI score < 13), com
pared with none in the control group (n = 38, χ2

1 = 2.10, p = 
0.15), and 8 participants in the experimental group achieved 
a minimal clinically significant difference in BDI scores (de
fined as a 20% decrease)28 compared with 4 participants in 
the control group (n = 38, χ2

1 = 2.74, p = 0.1).

Neurofeedback performance

In the contrast of happy versus rest conditions, there was a 
significant main effect of group (F1,36.06 = 16.17, p < 0.001), 
and a group × run interaction (F5,279.71 = 2.33, p = 0.04) on sig
nal change in the amygdala (Figure 1A). The experi mental 
group had significantly elevated amygdala activity, com
pared with the control group, overall (0.21, 95 % CI 0.16 to 
0.27, t395 = 7.77, p < 0.001, d = 0.79) and in every run aver
aged on both visits except baseline (t > 2.89, df < 66, 
p < 0.005, d > 0.72). In the experimental group only, all runs 
averaged on both visits showed increased amygdala activ
ity relative to baseline (t > 2.01, df < 27, p < 0.05, d > 0.5); in 
the control group, no run was significantly different from 
the baseline across both visits in the amygdala (t < –0.81, 
df > 34, p > 0.42, d < 0.16).

This same model showed a significant main effect of group 
(F1,33.4 = 4.66, p = 0.038) with intraparietal activity as the 
depend ent variable (Figure 1C). The average percent signal 
change in the parietal region was higher overall in the control 
group than in the experimental group (0.14%, 95 % CI 0.07% to 
0.21%; t395 = 3.82, p < 0.001, d = 0.39). The group × visit inter
action was not statistically significant (p = 0.06), and the effect 
size for the interaction was small enough that we did not 
deem it sufficiently clinically significant to investigate (f = 0.2).

In the contrast of count versus rest, there was a significant 
main effect of group (F1,39.9 = 8.64, p = 0.005) and run (F5,228.5 = 
2.64, p = 0.02) on percent signal change in the amygdala 
(Figure 1B). The experimental group exhibited significantly 
lower amygdala activity than the control group (–0.16, 95 % 
CI –0.23 to –0.09; t396 = 4.73, p < 0.001, d = 0.48).

This same model, with intraparietal activity as the depend
ent variable (Figure 1D), showed a significant effect of run 
(F5,286.18 = 2.51, p = 0.03), reflecting a significant increase in reac
tivity in the parietal region between transfer and baseline 
(0.17, 95 % CI 0.06 to 0.27; t67 = 3.23, p = 0.002, d = 0.28). This 
increase was evident in both groups.

Association between regional change during happy and 
count contrasts and clinical change

As shown in Table 2, using linear regression to get residual
ized scores and subtraction to compute differences, we 
evalu ated the association between change in BDI scores and 
amygdala signal change during the happy versus rest and 
count versus rest conditions. Lower residual depressive 
symptomatology (i.e., more improvement) was associated 
with increased amygdala reactivity during the happy neuro
feedback condition (Appendix 1, Figure S2A). The correla
tion with intraparietal success was in the opposite direction 
(Appendix 1, Figure S2D). In the count condition, decreased 
signal change in the amygdala from baseline to transfer was 
associated with lower residual depressive symptomatology 
or clinical improvement (Appendix 1, Figure S2B), with 
nearly the same strength of association as during the happy 
neurofeedback condition. Again, the correlation with the per
cent signal change in the intraparietal region was in the op
posite direction (Appendix 1, Figure S2E). Finally, the percent 
signal change in the amygdala between the happy neuro
feedback and count condition was significantly and nega
tively correlated (Appendix 1, Figure S2C); percent signal 
change in the intraparietal region was not correlated during 
the happy and count conditions (Appendix 1, Figure S2F).

To determine whether amygdala activity in the count 
condition was a mediator of the association between amyg
dala activity in the happy condition or neurofeedback suc
cess and residual BDI changes, we performed a mediation 
analysis using bootstrapping (obtained via the R mediate 
function from the psych package), which showed that 
when neurofeedback success and amygdala activity during 
the count condition were included in the same model, the 
effect of neurofeedback success was no longer significant, 
suggesting that residual amygdala activity during happy 
and count conditions explain the same part of variance of 
residual BDI changes (Figure 2).

Discussion

Amygdala neurofeedback resulted in increased affective flex
ibility in both increasing amygdala reactivity during positive 
autobiographical happy memory recall, as we have previ
ously observed,17 and in decreasing amygdala reactivity dur
ing a nominally nonemotional task. Upregulating amygdala 
reactivity and its nonmanipulated downregulation during 
subsequent cognitive processing explained similar variance 
in change in depressive symptomatology. These results have 
implications for the causal role of the amygdala in affective 
flexibility, for neurofeedback as a clinical intervention and for 
other clinical interventions.
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Figure 1: Regional percent signal change for each run of each neurofeedback visit by group for (A) the left amygdala, happy versus rest con-
dition, (B) left amygdala, count versus rest condition, (C) the left horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus, happy versus rest condition and 
(D) the left horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus, count versus rest condition. *Significant difference (p < 0.05) from the initial baseline 
run (pre-neurofeedback), computed with paired t tests. †Significant difference (p < 0.05) in the corresponding run between groups, computed 
with paired t tests. fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging.
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Table 2: Association between percent signal changes in the amygdala and intraparietal regions in happy and 
count contrasts and clinical change, computed with residualized scores and differences

Correlation

Residualized scores Differences

r p value r p value

BDI scores and happy v. rest signal in the amygdala –0.35 0.08 –0.47 0.01

BDI scores and happy v. rest signal in the control region 0.47 0.01 0.37 0.06

BDI scores and count v. rest signal in the amygdala 0.35 0.08 0.46 0.01

BDI scores and count v. rest signal in the control region –0.29 0.13 –0.38 0.05

Count v. rest and happy v. rest signal in the amygdala –0.66 < 0.001 –0.65 < 0.001

Count v. rest and happy v. rest signal in the control region –0.002 0.99 –0.06 0.72

BDI = Beck Depression Inventory.
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Figure 2: Mediation model between neurofeedback success (percent signal change in the amygdala in the happy condition), percent signal 
change in amygdala in the count condition and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) scores at follow-up on (A) residualized scores and (B) differ-
ences between transfer or follow-up versus baseline. aThe predictor is amygdala activity during the final transfer run from baseline in the happy 
condition or neurofeedback success. bThe mediator is amygdala activity during the final transfer run from baseline in the count condition. cThe 
outcome is change in depressive symptoms (c denotes the relationship between predictor and outcome, and c′ denotes the same relationship 
after removing the effect of the mediator). abThe indirect effect of predictor on outcome through mediator obtained via bootstrapping. Regression 
analyses using change in BDI score as the dependent variable and amygdala activity changes in either the happy or count condition as the pre-
dictor show adjusted R2 of the same value (0.09), suggesting that both predictors explain the same variance of the depend ent variable.

aPredictor: β = –0.73, SE = 0.15 
t = –4.74, p < 0.001

bMediator: β = 10.01, SE = 5.39 
t = –1.86, p = 0.08

cOutcome: β = –10.24, SE = 4.45 
t = –2.3, df = 36, p = 0.03

c′Outcome, controlling for mediator: 
β = –6.07, SE = 5.92

t = –1.03, df = 35, p = 0.31

abIndirect effect through mediator
(bootstrapped): β = –3.94, SE = 5.23 

F2,35 = 3.22, p = 0.03

Residualized amygdala 
activity in count contrast 
during final transfer run

Residualized BDI scores at
follow-up

Residualized amygdala 
activity in happy contrast 
during final transfer run

A

B

aPredictor: β = –0.92, SE = 0.19 
t = –4.66, p < 0.001

bMediator: β = 10.05, SE = 3.80
t = 2.64, p = 0.01

cOutcome: β = –15.77, SE = 4.22 
t = –3.74, df = 36, p < 0.001

c′Outcome, controlling for 
mediator: β = –9.59, SE = 5.43 

t = –1.77, df = 35, p = 0.09

abIndirect effect through mediator
(bootstrapped): β = –8.6, SE = 7.69 

F2,35 = 8.89, p < 0.001

Amygdala activity in count 
contrast during final transfer 

run versus baseline

BDI scores at follow-up 
versus baseline

Amygdala activity in happy 
contrast during final transfer 

run versus baseline
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As hypothesized, amygdala activity decreased to below 
baseline levels during the count condition in the experi
mental group, in this sample as in the one analyzed in our 
original RCT (Appendix 1, Box 3).17 Given that these results 
were found in the context of a cognitive condition that some 
participants reported as stressful or negative, with no feed
back provided, suggests that the ability of rtfMRInf to in
crease amygdala reactivity to positive information affects 
flexibility more generally.

We considered 2 other possible interpretations. The count 
condition could have involved downregulating the amygdala 
even without neurofeedback. However, the fact that this ef
fect (lower amygdala activity over time in the count condi
tion) was not observed in the control group suggests other
wise. Amygdala training can generalize to other tasks, as has 
previously been shown in our original RCT.17 Alternately, de
creased amygdala reactivity in the count period among 
 patients in the experimental group could be entirely due to 
the blood oxygenation level–dependent undershoot gener
ated by the increase in amygdala activity during the happy 
condition. However, the data in the experimental group were 
better accounted for by using 2 regressors for the happy and 
count conditions, rather than just a happy condition regres
sor with an undershoot alone (Figure S3). This result suggests 
that the undershoot explanation is not as strong as a 
2 process model for the current data.

Thus, the current results regarding the count condition 
lend further support to the idea that participants are learning 
adaptive control of their amygdala response, which may gen
eralize to other situations or tasks. Our results specifically 
suggest that by changing how a brain mechanism functions 
in response to emotion (i.e., increasing responses to positive 
stimuli), interventions can also change how it responds dur
ing cognitive processing (i.e., decreasing amygdala activity 
during a counting task). This explanation adds evidence to 
the contention that common, nominally unidirectional inter
ventions may actually function by increasing flexibility,3 and 
may speak to the utility of either personalizing interventions 
to nominal symptom clusters or developing novel interven
tions directed at increasing flexibility.

The current work has independent clinical importance as 
well, as we replicated our previous result that amygdala ac
tivity during positive autobiographical memory recall can be 
increased via neurofeedback training and that this phenom
enon is associated with improvements in depressive symp
toms, with comparable effect sizes from the first scan to our 
followup assessment (d = 1 here and d = 1.03 in our previous 
RCT), despite different sample severities, medication status 
and anhedonia (see Appendix 1, Table S3 for a comparison of 
this sample with an unmedicated sample and analyses show
ing no interaction of the medication status with the effects re
lated to this intervention).17

Our results also have implications for neurofeedback trials. 
They suggest that as the count condition is an active regula
tory process, it is not an appropriate baseline from which to 
calculate neurofeedback values; using the rest condition, as 
we have done here, is appropriate, rather than the count 
condition as has been done previously.29,30 Of additional 

methodological note, given that the intraparietal neurofeed
back condition was associated with worsening depression 
and that there was a positive correlation between intra
parietal neurofeedback success and BDI score change, a sham 
control condition or comparison to a currently available treat
ment may be a more optimal control for future studies.

Limitations

We provided only 2 sessions of rtfMRInf and the analysis of 
the amygdala signal in the count versus rest condition 
showed only a main effect of group. We selected this dosing 
based on the positive effects of 2 sessions in our previous 
publications, as well as financial and participant burden con
siderations. However, given that the correlation between the 
change in BDI scores and the change in amygdala signal 
found in the regression could argue for higher dosing, studies 
varying the number of neurofeedback sessions could help to 
optimize learning effects and determine whether more ses
sions would show a group × visit × run interaction and 
whether a greater number of sessions would induce a more 
pronounced reduction in symptoms. Anecdotally, during the 
first session, some participants reported the count condition 
as being negative. Including assessment of the emotionality 
of the count condition in future studies could help disam
bigu ate cognitive from emotional effects on the count task. 
We did not measure accuracy during the count task and 
therefore cannot know whether this change yielded behav
ioural improvement during cognitive processing. Final ly, re
sults suggest that the benefits associated with this interven
tion are transferable to other tasks. Nevertheless, for this 
interpretation to be validated, future studies could also in
clude followups to assess quality of life to determine the ex
tent to which these benefits are transferable to patients’ daily 
lives. It may also be informative to investigate which symp
toms or behaviours are affected by the neurofeedback inter
vention, as well as to include a measure of emotional flexibil
ity to verify that this variable is indeed affected.

Conclusion

We provide evidence that training in upregulation of amyg
dala reactivity is associated with bidirectional amygdala flex
ibility, which, in turn, is associated with MDD symptom re
duction. The study thus replicates our previous result that 
fMRI neurofeedback training in upregulation of amygdala 
activity during positive autobiographical memory recall is as
sociated with clinically important improvements in depres
sive symptoms, and extends its interpretation to suggest that 
future research in this paradigm explicitly evaluate flexibility 
as a mechanism.
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